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T113 ILc I(IX OF URIL COWMIIV8 M BINO Y]Z AXTACL5

V.rcole' AZrobi. W. Van Morascwul
Vol 155.11899. pp 1-43

It is one of the most wl-known facto that dring fever the N-exoretla
Is 1noreased, whereas 2hlorlno is retained by the body. Phosphates and po-
tassium salts are to be added to nitrogen, and sodium salts are to be added
to chlorine. The most beautiful and the best studies have led to these ro-
suits; for instaoe, the roe'&rcb of Traube and Jocbmann (1) Rdtenbaohor
(2). Ringer (3). Brattler (4), HAnthausen (5), Rosenstein (6) Riesenfeld (7'.
Unruh (8) Hupet (9), Sobleich (10). S. Hallervorden (311). Salkoiroky (12),

aunyn (1.3. 14) Zlzor (15) .ohmarm (16). v. Limbeck (17). Senator (18),
i. Torrey (19), Idebeameister (20). Joeyden (21), 8. Rem Pirei and Y. CAlcia
(22), and many others. In the oldest works by Moos, Uble, Ranks, Waauthe
Bartels. and in the above-mentioned works which are not omplete by Lar.
rules are formulated, In most oases, on the basis of a lancer ohoervation
period, an observatiozn running for days apd not for hours (with the excepion
of the work by Nauqyn). The experimeenal material which included almost all
urine coMenent provided therefore a characteristic for the stage of the
favr rather than for the beginning and the end of the fever.

Only the most recent observations uado in the 8ehorteda tever -

maLaria -- provided new and surprising facts. A1so the present exeriment has
been stimulated by the work of mq colleague and friend Dr. Tnoodor 1itzig.
The abnormal behavior of the obloride and of phosphorms in the case of
malaria which Is In great omtrast to the findings of the fever metaboLim
(v. 14boak, Torrey) drew zW attention to other types of fevers and stims-
lated me to repeat the old observations and to carry out independent experi-
menti. To be suwe, it had also boeon observed by the previous workers that
there is an increase in N-elivination after the feer (Naunyn) or that there
Ise a tres -- drop in the elimination of potaesiim salts after the fever
(S&.UowskT), or that amonia is eliminated In increased amounts during the
fever and is even mr strongly eliminated after the fever (iallervorden).
There w also assnies an Increase in the retention of ohloride. after a
tfeoer (RienwJ!), as Wu as; a inure&&* in poospaorig AWA 'tw la""Movai
the wine,
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This alL was known and our work c&nnot contribute mazy now dAta. In
our work, the types of favors are copared with respect to the behavior of
the salts prior to, during, and after t e fever, the results are summarized
and Interpreited frn that point of view which, on the basis of the previous
observations, &Wears to be most appropriate.

The material omes frm the clinio of Professor Dr. -ermaa iohhorst
and I am indebtedto him for his cooperation and ocntinuous support; I am
also grate.ul to &s assistAnt Dr. Th. Hiits4g in. whos deppxtnt the pa-
tients were looata4 azA whose friendly cooperation has contributed much to
the oompleticc of VA&i work.

The cheical methods which I have used have been freqvo nt3.y desoxribed
in iq earlier Papers and I can Limit Wrnse2.t to refer to these papexe s irchowls
- ojm, l4 6, 30, ot cetera. Zgeitaurift ftir Wlnisce edzUIn. Vola 4.

The determination of potassium and sodium as carried out acoording to
Fresenius' well-.known~ methodsA fussion of 53 cc urine with Ammon~ium cilfate
to transform potasiu and sodium into the non-volatile sulfates, treatment
of the fusion residue with barium chloride and bx rium hydrate to obtain
sodium and potassium chlorides, removal of the e.cess barium with ammonium
carbonate. driving off of the exoes uanium salts, and eighin of the resi-
do as sodium chlcrlde and potassium chloride in a platim. crucible.

Potassium was mibsequently precipitated with platinum chloride from
the residue, washed wIth alohol and other, dissolved In boiling water, the
solution evaporated, and the residue weighed ts potassium platinum chloride.

The amount of sodium was calculated fram the found amant of potAssium
by subtraoting the potassium chloride frou the sum of both chlorides.

Chlorine was determined a, o'rdIng to the Volhard method, phosphorus
and calcium acoording to Neubauer, urea aooord3ng to ?4n&er, uric acid ac-
oording to Ludi4g-Safkovsky, amonli. accordlng to Sohld&ing. the alloxurio
bases according to the method which I bave described in ¥ir-chow's Arcguy.
V^1 I CA*

The samo holds for the diet and the determination of the nutrition
value of the fool. The food analyses which Th. Hitsig carried out for his
vork confirmed our previous studies, and they provide suffioient assurance
for uniform preparation of the food, as wl as for reliabili;7 of the
methods.

The patients were under reliable supervision and were, If necessary.
Instructed by us so that the exazinAtian *bh has to be done with extreme

SThe new work of 8akovskI in P f4£ger's A ahiv 1898 was not yet kow. I
-2-
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care was simplified. For inst-ac., the separation of the urine frou the
feces was always very carefully observed; also. punctual emptr.ng of thg
bladder was hasiAzed. The teVpratur was measured tb esperienoed nurses.

We observ d two cases of Febris continua with - gradual increase and
a gradual decrease in temperature (typhus). ne case of a fever involving a
crisis (pneumonia), one case of malaria fever, and oe case of hectic fever.
We did not sUy other types of fevers dAring acute exzan.hmaa, artic1.ar
rheueatism. et cetera because it had been determined tq earlier observation$
that such cases give less olear.out result. and are subject to iwnyriavd
fluctuations.

To obtai as clear a picture as possible. we have carried cut urea de-
terminatioub, the determination of the total nitrog ., of uric sold, of
xanthine bases, [&oil of ammnia. In addition, the chlorides, phosphates,
potassium, sodium, and calcium wa r determined.

In the pneumoaa case. the urine was collected until the criasis amd
after the crsis; In the case of the malariA fever, five portions were eol-
looted which corresponded 1) to the cold stage, 2) to the cliA x of the
fever, 3) to the rmission, 4) to the additional drop in the fever, Eand)
5) to the apyrexia. In the case of Febris hetica. four portions correspond-
ing to the stages 1) of the beginrng fever, 2) of the clmir of the fever,
3) of the rMdssion, 4) of the apyreia were collected. In the case of
typhus 1, the %rine was collected as daytime urine and nighttim urine dur-
ing three periods: 1) the climax of the fever, 2) the paracme, Land) 3) the
&febrile period. In the case of typhus U, tho entire amount of-24 hours
was examined, vithout Inter.ptiaon of the entire course corising the
periods 1) of the increaset 2) of the continuous fever, Land] 3) of the
apyrexia. Details will be discussed 4 n each irlvidual case.

The compilation of the tables differed, depending on the cases. The
hourly amounts were emphaised in the cases of malaria and heotio fever; cc
ths other hand, the daily balance was less emphasized because the feces
could not be considerod. In the typhus and pneumonia oases, the balance was
also accurately determined In additiou to the hourly anouunt. In cases In
vhieh the %" I.Uio L±UL~'" ' amount. appea-red ta -_ wiba -au
it has been amitted from the Tables.

The cases cited here are to be regarded a average oases of repeated
observations which ve have oolleoted In the olina and a eport Lon all these
case.] would needlessly eaM this paper

Case 1. B.O., 17 years. Typhus abdidnalis.

Case history: patient comes fram a healthy faily. He suffered from
neasles as a child, but c'im to have been always healthy since then. Ten
das ago he boams sck ith headaohes lose of appetitet an diarrhea,
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Froseant state: nothing abnormal disoovered at tQe extonal and i-
tornal organs. Mild roaoola, spleen mderately en.argi.

The patient has been put an a diet onsisU ng of 1,200 o uijl, 800 oo
broth with o, 500-00 cc wine.

This diet octaized 10,3,,0 gram nitrogen per day
6,Z46 gran chlorin, per day
1.,60 gram phosphorus per day
l,740 gra calcium 7*r day
2,748 gram potassium per dq
3,5U2 gran sodix per day

and bgs bean ainulned during th. entire eperinental serie..

The feoes were not onsider d beoause the examination, days had been
picked at random frm the indiyidual periods. Th. fact that the feoes were
not analysed introdoa" errors pertaining anly to caliu. The amoat of the
other oompcpents in. little affected by daferatici.

The urine was oolleoted In da&ytm r nighttime portions for three
dWy. The first dqy was during the fever period.

Top~erature during 24 h rs 38.6 39.5 38.1 38.5
pulsation .06 108 104 100

The patient vas bathed once a day; the tmperature of the water was 300.

The eeocad day of urins examination ms In the stage of dsreahing tem-
perature.

Teerature on the dLy of
exramnti:n 37.2 36.8 38.2 J-8.1

pulsation 76 80 92 88

The third day belona to the fever-free period*

Temperature 36.4 36.6 36.,') 36.5
pulsation 76 68 68 76

This examination was supposed to indicato the typhus of urine during
the faveor period and of the urine from the afebrile periods* The numbers
fowA4 were oaloaWAted for the howly elimination@.

The bal-oe was mad, without o danrA ation of the eces. Table 1, B.O.,

17 yars of .5.. !rpbux abdainia3.i

Teqerature 38.6 39.5 38.1 38.53 aliax of the
reme

lU1JtM 1" 108 10 r0

u~B
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Fram 6 AK to 6 Pm

Amount of urine 1,3GO cc. spolfio weight 1015.

N 1j.1 p~r 12 houre 1.~j. per hour 1.084
Cl 0.212 2.756 o.Z29
T 0.1077 % ' 1.141 0.095
Ca 0.0082% o.16 a 0.009
,x o.159 % .067 .17C. o " 1.937 .161
urea 0.840 g 10.920 0.93k
urio aod 0.014 % a • 0.182 0015al3.ox.

bases 0.018 % oalou- • • 0.24 • • 0.019
.nthaened
bass 0.004 % an x 0.051 a 0.064

F"roa 6 PH to 6 AN

Amount of urine 59 cc. sp:ecific . weight 1016

N 1.218 % per 12 hours 7.186 per hour 0.599 g
C1 0.206 1o215 1 .i01gP 0.1177 .69 0.08g

Ca 0.0058 % " 0.034+ " 0.003 g
1 0.183 •" 0.079 •.O g .9
N 0. * o0.68 0.057 s

uric acid 0.012 " 007 • 0.01EA 0.006 g

tod
allo.

bases 0.0 g* • 0.0531 * a 0.004 g
0or u o.466 A * 0.040 C

Result

Fo Urine Balano
N 10.340 20.199 - 9.859 g N
Cl 6.246 3.971 + 2.275 g Cl
P 1.26C 1.835 - 0.575 g P
Ca 1.740 0.140 + 1.600 g Ca
X 2.748 3.146 - 0.398 g I
a 3.562 2.6a + 0.941 g Ma,

I5



16.726 urea N
0.2O53 uric acid h
0.411 aflozaria bases N
0.158 xasstlhie bases M
1.208 AMQUIa N

Notes Whe possible losses In t. fecs am inoluded, the result be-
oe more pronounced bt it rmains essentia.ly umcbng.o. N. also P. may
be excreted s~ till larger seowats, calcium~ may be retainisd to & lesser
extent. Chlorine, potassuim, and sodium omain "eentlAfly unchanged be-
cAuse th. amount Of feces Is Very small.

Rsmissian

Tozeratare 37.2 36.8 38.2 38.1
Pulsation 76 80 92 6,

From 6 AH to 6 P'M

Aaodnt of urine 510 oc, specifio weiht 1013

N 0.7945 % per 12 hours 4.052 per hour 0.338
Cl 0.25W8 % U * • 1.299 U " 0.108
P 0.0594% U • 0.3029 0.025
Ca 0.0055 % ' " ).02al • 0.002
1 0.1170 ' ' ' 0.5967 I 0.049
Na 0.167 % ' U 0.8517 • • 0.071
urea 0.672 % • 3.427 • 0.289
uric said 0.0098 % m ' ' 0.0499 • 0.004
allox.

bases 0.0126 5 ' ' £ 0.0643 0 o.005

U3 0.04. % 0 .2213 0.0188

Anount of urine 380 oa specific weight 1020

N 1.330 5 per 12 hours 5.504 per hour 0.421
Cl 0.309 5a a a 1.295 *0.108So.56 %o.71 0 .060
Ca0.0075 % 0.028.5 0.002

S0.1877 % " " 0.711 0.060
Na 0.2126 • 0.806 0.06.5 •

ur- 1.176 ' U U 4.474 0.373
uric said 0.017 % 4 .646 0.005allox

b ass 0.0224 a a a 0 851 0 a0.007

bases 0.004 0 .0203 0 .002
'M 3 m606 0 . 2,'.3) m 0.020-

6 -.



Food Urine Result
N 10.349 9.106 ' 1.234 or
Cl 6.246 2.594 + 3.652
F 1.260 1.013 + 0.247 or
Ca 1.?(0 0.056 + 1.684
L 2.748 1.319 + 1.429
Ua 3.5,62 1.657 + 1.905

urea 7.901
uric acid 0.1145
alloxuric bases 0.1494 calculated as 14
xanthine bases 0.0349
dnMOCL~1a 0.4554J

Notei The results may be substantially changed uin the losses in the
feces are included. Thus, a loss In N may occur after a loss in phosphorus,
calcium zay be retained less. The other quantities remamin the sao. The
behavior of potassium must be pointed out; potssi3um is sparing4 axnrted -
In agreement with the observation sAdo by Salkovsk.

Afobril. Period

Tepwerature 36.4 36.6 36.0 36.3
Pulsatio 76 68 68 76

F m 6 Am to 6 PH

Amount of urine 1+200 o, speoific weight 1013.

N 0.7945 % per 12 hours 9.534 per houw 0.794
Cl 0.3944% 4.733 a a 0.394
F 0.04.54 o.545 • • 0.045
Ca 0.0090 A " 0.108 0.009
L 0.1990% " a 2388 " " 0.1Q90
Na 0XC r-L 02~
urea 0.680 K ' " " 8.160 " 0.680
uricacid 0.0090 % a N 5 0.108 0.009allox.

bases 9.0136 % " 0.163 " U 0.0136
: xanthine

bases 0.0046 % " 0.053 o 0.0046
Nil3  0.0420 % o a a ..50 a a 0.042

Frow 6 Pm to 6 Am

N 1.i55 pir 12 hours 6.468 per hotr 0.539
C1 0.4368% " " 2.445 I " 0.204
? O.O864 or .484 .o
G 0.0664% a 0.0338 a 0.00

+, I I7-
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x o.z97 % per 12 hours 1.663 per hour 0.139
Na 0.209 % a U 1.171 " 0.099
urea 0.966 % a U U 5.409 0.45
urio aoid 0.014 % a " 0.0784 0.006

bases 0.0189 % ' a 0.1058 0.009
1thilne

bases 0.0>4 % a a 0.0274 * ' 0.003
AW3  0.0616 % a " U 0.349 ' ' 0.029

Food Urine Result
N 10.3)40 16.oo2 - 5.662
Cl 6.Z46 7.178 - 0.932
P l.26C 1.029 + 0.2)1
Ca 1.?40 0.144 + 1.50
r 2.748 4.o5 - 1.305
Na 3.56Z 3.6i9 - 0.057

lurea 13.6uria a cd 0.186)
allox o bases 0.269 calculated as I
xanthino base# 0.083

amonia 0.8"3

Note The result oannot be substantially chlanged when the components
in the feces are considered. Nitrogen would be eliminated to an increased
extent. phosphorus would perhaps remain In equillbrium. calcium would be less
retained. The other co~onento ware all excreted to an increased extent.
Again, the behavlor of I I strikimg because its excretion Is considerably
izuortased.

This case was supposed to provide us with information about the be-
havior of the salts during a fever pell. When the results of the fIrst day
(climax of the faver) are compared to those of the last day, a rather typical
picture is obtained. In the former case, chloride and sodium are retained.
phosphorus is lost; in the latter case, chlorine and sodium are lost. phos-

ot the nitrogen ar. the potassium salts must not lead us astray. Thia be-
h vior is subje-c. to other laws, as is known, the nature of which we have to
discuss. The period of the remission e4)4bits a real tranuition between both
periods whan the correction for the noninoluson of the feces ooneents Is
made.

As far as the nitrogen-containg coVmponents of urine are concerned,
they alo behaved quite typicallyi during the finer, there was an increased
amount of uric aoid, xAnthlne bass# and a1loxario bases, In general, (as cal-
culated su of the -anthine bases and uri6 aid) an increased exart4on of
aana.



fevr 083;uric acid 2 alloxuric bases NOHfever 0 N N

Afebri e

period * 0.85 * 0.011 0.017 * 0.053

Also ZVLLzer's ratio FIN vas typloal

feyer P/ 0.0917 feyer-free stage P/N 0.064

Finall. T,de thme raLio of N in the other ooqWopnts in the food .ad in
the urns ls formed. the following results for the fever stage:

t C1: P1 Ca. X: Na
lso.6z 0.12 0.17 0.27 0.35 in the food
1:0.198 0.0917 (0.007") 0.157 0.131 in the e31laatiou

For the restisaL. period

N., CIS Fs Ca$ X3 Na:
1: o.286 o.111 0.06 o.146 0.1Bz

For the &febrile period

14 Bl: P: Ca: X: Nat
I:0.62 0.12 0.17 0.27 0.35 in the food
1:0.48 0.06 ) 0.253 0.226 in the elimination

Ng Uroa uric acid allozuric bases NH)

climax of the fever 0.836 0.026 0.0205 0.064
remission 0.868 0.0125 0.0164 0.0500
afebrile period 0.878 00084 0.0168 0.0530

It is seen that: 1. none of tho urine conponiets are e~reted to such
an extent as the nitrogen components. 2. the fever-free period !@ chhater4-.d

a- .,-o,".u, in thr &L.tiv o the chlorides to the potassium sats.

This for the typical behavior during faver. In case II which is also
a typhus case, we oan stu 1y the changes with respect to the increase in bodyv
tauperature.

Case 1I ZA., 32 years. Typhus abdcminalio.

Case history does not disclose azything which woAld be of importance.
Patient omes from a healthy family; be has be= cCQletel healthy until now.
The pr =+. disae started 12 days ageo. Patient lost sleep and appetite. did

Q1Yin urine
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not feel vuU and had himself admitted to the hospital to obtain better
food.

Present st atus. No essential chaages of the internal and external
organs. Nothing can be discovered except for a distinct swalJiAg of the
spleen.

The patient received the same diet as Case 1: 1.200 cc milk, 800 Loo]
broth with egg, and 1/2 liter of wine. This diet was kept unchanged untll
the end of the exeriment. As in al other oases, the a&ont was masured.
All foodstAffa were analyzed by us.

The patient we exAmined by us for the components under oonsideratiao
and the amount of the coupcuents per day was calculated by ocu a£tng the
total amount from the pecentages, and this total amount was divided by the
number of days.

The urine was aeanuared daily and examined daily. The daily loss of
N. Cl, F, Ca, 1. Na and i and other nitrogen compounds was determined from
the urine. All other figuresv re oalcualated as Cl, Na, K. P. CA (not ae
P 05, NaCI, at cetera). The nitrogen compounds war* all recalculated in
terms of nitrogen, obtaining, thus. the amount of nitrogen exoreted as M3,
uric acid. allozx c bases (urio acid and zanthine), and xanthine.

At the begnnijng of the experiment, the teaerature was ascaending.
reached its mazl m. and then dropped to noral. The effect of the increase
and of the drcp was therob7 observed.

13 July 38.9 38.7 39.5 39.2 Teaperatu-e
88 90 100 96 Pulsation

14 July 59.0 39.5 39.0 38.6 Temperature
92 100 96 92 Pulsation

15 July 37.8 38.4 38.5 39.0 Temperatuare
100 96 100 92 Pulsation

16 July 38.5 39.5 39.9 39.6 Teczpraturm
92 92 96 96 Pol sa t on

17 July 38.6 39.6 38.8 37.5 lemperature
89 92 96 84 Pulsation

18 July 37.?5 38.1 39.5 39.0 emratureI
84 96 100 92 Pulsation

19 July 37.6 39.4 40.1 39.0 Teaterature
92 96 100 10i Pulsation

20 July 37.6 37.2 37.2 38.2 Temperature
100 100 96 300 Pulsation

21 July 36,5 37.2 39.3 38,9 Temperature
96 96 96 112 Pulsation

22 July 38.9 37.5 37.8 38.5 Tocaperatur:
104 101 101 86 Pulsation

23 July 37.0 37.1 38.3 38.5 Texperatu
I- BA 100 96 ul SatIon

24 July 36.2 37.3 38. 38.3 Temperature
84 98 100 92 Pulsation

- 10 -
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When considering the second table, it is noted, above all, that the body
appears to react differently toward the increase in te erature in the Ini-
tial stage than in the remission stage. The increase in temperature during
the first days is connected with an increased elimination of nitrogaen. how-
ever# once the teperature has dropped to normal, -tr increase in temperatuo
is accopanied by a decrease in N-elimination. (This rule is by no means
alwAyS true and we will speoially emphasize those oases In which it in true.
host observations shaow a parallel behavior of fever height and nitrogen loss.)

The chlorine elAmination should be opposite to the nitrogen [le*ina-
tion], that is, it should increase with the drop in body temperature. This
is mostly so in our ease; but even here an increase in t ueprature after the
fever spell is connected with an increase In chlorine separation - an obser-
vation which has been made by mary authors (Rosenstein, Brattler), but which
has not been suficiently emphasised.

Tho phosphoius climination exhibiTs a certain sluggishness, it lasts
longer than the temperature drop and decreases only when the fever is over
for a long time. Vnen the temperature drops, the e3±mration of phosphorus
may increase; when the temperature increases the phosphorus elimination may
drop. We find such behavior in our case in addition to the above-mentianed
abnormalities of the nitrogen and chlorine elimination.

The elimination of oalcium salts has been little observed until now;
there are no data and we mst limit ourselves to the more abntioning of this
observation. In this case, the calcium elimination was opposite to the
temperature. Any drop [n temperature] brought about an increase in the
calcium elminatiaon; any increase [in temperature) brought about a drop in
calcium elimination. It cannot be decided whether this is specific for
typhus.

According to Salkowsky, the potassium salts are eliminated to an in-
creased extent during the fever; after the fever, they decrease considerably
and disappear gradually. We can complete3y agree to this rule. In fact, it
appears that this situation is not affected by an accidental drop or increase
in temperature. To be sure, a drop in potassium salt elimInation has been ob-
served during a rapid ascent of the temperature, but this does not narrow
. th va--tiitv oi thhe ru.e. he par'al "'o -r ich some believed
to have observed betwen P and K, does n in this case; a divergent
behavior is frequently noted.

The sodium salts behave in the same way as chlorine; thus in our case
they undergo the same fluctuaLions and abnormalities, as have been discussed
In the case of the chlorine elimination.

The elimination of amomia need not be specially discussed. Aocording
to Eallervorden (see reference cited), its elimination is supposedly in-
cresed ruing the fever. It could therefore be set equal to phosphorus aW
nitrogen. In our cases, the slimination of amonia is actually parallel to
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that of phosphorus and exhibits the fluctuations discussed for the cale Of
phosphorus. Therefore. a siilarity between P and ammonia is more Justified
than one between potassium salt- and phosphorus*.

The other nitrogen-containing substances exhibit a c pleto dependence
on the total elimination of nitrogen. I refer to the statements mad* in cQn-
noction with the nitrogen elimination and to the Table given below.

The above-discussed case does not oxhict a continuoum docrease in
temperature; on the contrary, two recurrences are observed; these were wel-
come because we did not. want to study the behavior during fover, but the
behavior during changes in the oomrso of the fever.

Taolo LUI
Cl P Ca I r Ur"a ae _

TO- -- - g N -N - N N hi

39.. 0.107 0.a5 0.0076 0.043 0.0402 0.800 0.0099 0.0128 0.0W0
38.5 0.241 0.070 0.0125 0.045 0.0845 MU86 0.0122 0.0164 0.0542
39.4 0.266 0.05Z 0.0046 0.051 0.0911 0.975 0.028 0.0182 0.0533
38.6 0.108 0.0?? 0.0090 0.057 0.0337 0.882 0.0119 0.0161 0.0473
38.5 0.146 0.093 0.0141 0.044 0.0385 0.838 0.0146 0.0191 0.03
39.0 0.152 0.071 0.0089 0.056 0.02.9 0.855 0.02131 0.0160 0.0760
37.5 0.098 0.063 0.0101 0.0167 0.0176 0.668 0.0111 0.0.40 0.0700
38.0 0.190 0.060 0.0075 0.0400 0.0343 0.800 0.0159 0.0199 o.0677
38.1 0.2.1 0,065 0.0093 0.0" 0.0526- 0.864 0.0167 0.0217 0.07U."

labl I.1 has been cimstructed in such a way that tho ratio of the
daily elimination of urine components and of the nitrogen el;ination was
formed. Represented in this manner, the results show even more clearly the
fluctuations occurring during an increase and during a drop in body tempera-
ture. The chlorides are always increased during an increase in tezverature,
And they are decroased during a drop in temperature. The phosphate* behave
ex:.Ct.ly in a reverse way: they are increased during a te erat ire d ,-. ,ad
they are A di.&.g a ra..... ... ,a 6 ata... Caliu mo
learly itu antagonistic behavior with respeot to the course of the tempera-

ture. Potassium behaves Irregularly, even whon these figures Are considered.
and it does not a 6 ree ith phospborus in Its behavior. The ammonia is to be
compared more likely with chlorine. however not as strictly as sodium. The
nitrogen-containin compounds behave more or loss in accordance with the
teWprature.

This behavior of SA3 indicates an aod elimination which we have often so-
phasized and which, in most cases, takes place in the forn of phosphoric
acid.
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Case IMX. M. G. 20 years of age. Feverish pneumonia.

Case history: father of the patient died supposedly of tuberculosis,
the brothers and sisters are roportedly healthby. The patient himself was
well uniil now. Three days ago he bocase sick with twinges in the saides
and the appearance of fever chill.

Present state: nothing abnormal is detectable at the organs, excep
for an extended damping in the left lung. Cultivation tests confirm the
diagnosis of pneumonia. The eeotoration is of & ruty oelor and sarse.
The appetite is highly reduced.

The nitritin consiated of milk and broth with egg. The anount was
aocurately measured.

The invo:tieation began directly after admission to the hospital. The
fever vas high: 38.8 to 39.7. the urine was collected during the fever

period arA quantitatively analyzed for N, Cl. P. Ca. The nurse had been in-
struoted to collect separately all urine an the day of the crias s prior to
onset of sweating; therefore, the second portion of urine collected on the
day of the crisis belougs to the &febrile period. On the sunsequent days,
the entire urine was collected and examin d. After onset of the crisis, the
fever rose again to a maximum, which was desirAble for our studies. Ihis

day can be immeditely recognized on the Table. After this rise in th

fever, the temperature dropped and remained normal until the end of the ex-
periment. The urine was quantitatively analyzed for all components during
the crisis and on the four subsequent days; it wrs then anlysed for 9, Cl.
P, and Ca on two additional days.

Nitrogen, chlorine phosphorus, calcium, potassium, and sodium were
determined in the feces. their total aaounts ware calculated and then die-
tUrlbted over the individual days

The temperature ran as follows:

28 July 38.8 to 39.7 Pulmation 100 to 96
20 Juolv 38z5 to 39:1 t~ -: '1 __ A. 1- tc e teo' 10
30 July 36.1 to 39.5 to 39.7 96 to 10O to 99
31 July 37.8 to 39,7 to 38.8 96 to 108 to 96

37.1 to 36.7 92 to 96
1 August 37.5 to 39.3 to 38.0 96 to 104 to 108
2 Auguast 37.7 to 36.2 86 to 84
3 Augvt 36 2
4August 36 70
5August 36 70
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It is seen from Table IV that the loss In nitrogen qay be larger after
the crisis tbn during the fever. When the amount eliminated in the urine
prior to and after the crisis is considered, the percentage content and also
the absolute amounits of those componnts. vho3e elimination is characteristio
-.:or the fever, %" found to be increased. This is observed even more dis-
tinctly when the hourly amounts are oopared. It is found (Table V) that
nitrogen and potassium are eliminated four times as much, chlorine and cal-
cl-m three times ". much, e ania five times as much, ar4 phosphorus eight
tAres as much a prior to the crisis. The elimination -if Va is peculiar be-
cause it is practically unchar4ed, wshereas the nitrogen-containing owoneant
behave &I- smilar to the other ones, that is, they are Inqrsased. It should
be e&phasized that the xanthine bases are eliminated tvdce as much Las prior
to the crisis], whereas the former is eliminated four time; as much. The
eliminated amount surpasses by far the amount observed on fever days; also
the loss in nitrogen 4id phosphorus, calculated from the balanco. is at a
maximum on the day of the crisis. When the ratio of the elmnatod ogounds
with respeat to N is oalculated (Table V). P is again at tb6 top; In fact,
the other urine ccmponents behave, at times differently. Xor instance, chlo-
rine, potassium, aodii=, calnium, et cetera are decreased vdth respect to
nitrogen in spiL.e of the fact that the bourly elimination increased signi-
fioantly. As is seen from Table VI, sodium. chlorine, calcium, potassium,
urea, and uric acid are decreased with respect to nitrogen (sodium the most),
whereas phosphorus, xanthane bases, and ammonia are increased.

So much for the characterization of the crisis. As far as the post..
febrile period is concowned, each increase in body temperature is accompanied
by a decrease in nitrogen and phosphcrus elimination, shereas the potassium
and uric acid elimination increases. Chlorine, calcium, and soclum behave
like nitrogen; consequently, they decrease when the body teuperatur increases.

The remrse takes place when the body temperature drops. The nitrogen
elimination is increased and so are the phosphorus and Ammonia eliminations.
The greatest losses in nitrogen and phosphorus occur during this period, as
is seran fi m the balance. Chlorine behaves irreeilarly; often, it increases
during the afebrile days. Howver, sabsequently it drops to such values
which have never been observed at the climax of the fever. It foUlow from
thet bala nce tre . tcrtion in the budy is greatest alter the rezission and
that it gradually decreases. The sodium and calcium balances behave in the
same manner. On the other hand, the loss in phosphorus increases after re-
mission and this P-loss increases further after the fever, until it begins to
recede after three to four days. The potassium salts are lort by the body,
to the aightest exteut immediately after the fever, subsequently more dis-
tinotly.

Approximately the same follows from an analysis ot the Table of the
hourly elimnation; only in tLiA ease the dependence an the course of the
fever is move distinct.
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It is still more di-tinct in Table VI, bhere the hourly elimination is
calculated with respect to nitrogen. The behavior of phosphorus axhibito
the greatest regularity, chlorine Is vague and ao are the potassium and
sodi=u salts.

It cnnuot be denied that chlorine, oalcium, and potassium behave quite
differently than in the typhus Cases, and this may be the reason for the
large dliferance in the results of the fever studies.

Case IV. H.K., 19 years of age. Febris inter itzens quotidiana.

Case history: patient's father died of cholera, the mother is sickly.
Three brothers and sisters died when they were young. The patient omes
from ambrg, -pent some time in Italy uhere he got siok with fever and head-
ac&he3. iie left Italy and went to Switzerlan. During the Journey by toot,,
he suffered from fever chll wiih he had not had prov'ioul during the
favor &ttacka in Italy.

Present state: nothing detectable at the organs, exept for a alightenlargement of the spleen. iiemoglobin content 60 percent. (rod) bloo count

4,120,000.

The diet consisted of milk and broth and oonzisted per day of

10.340 g N 6.246 g Cl
1.260 g P 1.740 g Ca2.?7.6 g K 3.562. g Na

The turine was Collected In five portions. The first portion comprised
the tim period prior to the fever 3.0 AX to 2:30 P . TemperatuLre 36.4uC,
pulsation 92. Amount of urine 125 cc.

The second portion comprised the time of the fever chills Z:30 PM to
4 PH. Temperature 41.OOC, pulsation 1U6. Amount of urine 235 cc,

The third portion compisod the Ui-me QAr,*c the cl1-ia~ -' ,f fovzr
4?" to -!M. Tacperatuar ,0.20c, pulsation 96. Aount of urine 295 00.

The fourth portion comprised the time period after the fever attack
7 IA to 6 AM. Temperature 39 9. 38.6. 37, 50C, pulsation 108. 104, 96.
Amount of urine 325 co.

The fifth and last portion comprised the period of normal temperature
from 6 AM to 10 AM. Temperature 36.3oC. pulsation 80. Amount of urine 185
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The patient slim' ated 1165 cc arin, in whIiht

N 15.79Z balance N - 5.45-2
Cl 4.934 Cl + 1.312
r 0.917 F + 0.343

Ca 0.263 Ca + 1.477
X 2.665 X + 0.083

Na 2.739 Na + 0.823

The food contcined the above.-mentioned amouts. Thug, the ba2.encO
showed. as w.ll. be fow-d on the 6ubsequent Table, a loss for nitrogen. All
oth.,r oomponunts wore rotained, a correction mist be made for this because
the feces were not considered. This conce.M3 mainly P, Ca$ X. If onie rain-
bers th-e knowna muznbers, a slight 1oss in F and potassiium may be &misused,
whores calcium, sodium, sad~ chlorine remain probably unohanged.

In the food the ratio to the nitrogen is as follows

N: Cl: P: Ca: X. Na:
1;- 0.62 0.12 0.17 0.27 0.35 in the food
12 0.312 0.058 0.016 0.161 0.165 in the fecs

Compared to ritrogen, all components are elimin-ated to a lesser extent.

The hourly *3.iminatua is given in Table VI.
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C1eF Ca. Na urea E3 &_ANo
'Gp -N -N N N N N N

36.4 0.1?8 0.056 0.0307 0.092 0.083 . ...)
41.0 0.809 0.020 0.0215 0.297 0.457 0.996 0.032. - -
40.0 0.?07 0.003 0.0212 0.159 0.218 - 0.0224 0.009 0.009
38.6 0.184 0.089 0.0084 0.117 0.109 0.660 0.034 0.014 0.005
36.3 O.Z15 O.091 0.0139 0.137 0.121 - - -

The results of this study do not present much new inforuAtio so that
it it. hardly necessary to discuss them. ;at has been found by Limbeck,
Terray, Jiizig, atu- others has beea oonfirmed Lhere].

The elimination of nitrogen rose and declines with the temperature --
however, only whea taken absolutely. Relative to the water elimination, tba
nitrogon eliination was deoreased during the faver, as may be seen fro the
percentage of nitrogen.

The chlorine elmination increased during the fever quite significantly
whan taken relatively, as well as when taken absblutely; it decreased IA-
mediatal4 after the remission of the fever and increased during apyreda.

On the other hand, the phosphorus elimination dropped during the fever
and reached its maximum in the post-febrile period. The elimination of P w&s
normal in the post-febrile period.

The elimination of potassium salts was copletely analogous to that of
rhlorine, even if relative to the water elimination, at the onset of the
fever, a drop could be observed which lasted during the fever.

Potassium salts take up a special position, as usual. Relative to the
water elimination, they attain their maximum in the post-febrile period.
Taken absolutely, they follow chlorine and have their minizmm in the post-
febrile period. The aodiu salts are to be cc JAzu to chier-ine in all

Tne elimination of nitrgen-contaizx-1.g substances could not be deter-
mined in all cases because of lack of material. It is therefore difficult, to
state ayWthing about its course. It seems as if the elimination of uric acid
and xanthine basos increased relatively with respect to water arA N elimina-
tion after tbe fever, even if the absolute amount per hour is lower in the
post-febrile period.

In comparing the hourly amount eliminated with nitrogen, the above-
stated taots biome even sore pronounced.
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The daily eliminatimn in comparison with the food onumpqtion exhibito

the c!)urse typical during the fever; a reltively diminished chl.orine, oal-
clum, and sodium elimination, and an increased nitrcgi,. phosphoruse and
poLasszum elmination.

Case V. B... 49 years of age. Phtisis pulmonum Febris hectie..

Case historj: father. brothers. and 6isters are health*j, mother suf-

fered supposedly from cough. The (female) patient had gonitis. She goL
married and had two nhildron "ho died both In their ahildhood. The present
suffering started a few months ago and resulted in a general weakness.

Present state: patient exhiblts in both lungs the phanomana of a de-
,vwosing infiltration; she expectorates a lot. The other organs do not
&%hibit any abnormalities. Patient has hectic typhus. The difference in
body temperaturo amounts to 2.5 0 C.

The pratient was given the sawu diet for several days. This diet con-
sisted of Lailk and broth. Thc urine was analyzed an two days; no differences
were observed. 'he daily elimination was collected in four porLions of which

the first portion was collected from 12 noon to 4 P. corresponding to

the prao-febrile period. The body twiperature was 37.0, pulsation 100;

the second portion was collected in the febrile period from 4 PM to
10 PH. Temperature 38.0 to 39.0;

the third period corresponds to the remission from 10 PH to 6 AM.
Twerature 37.0;

the fourth and final period lasted fro 6 AMt to 12 noon and corresponded
to the apyr wia. Temperature 36.0, pulsation 90.

Also in this case, the faces -ere not examined; however, this does not
a4foct the problem under considoration. The results were.

- Food Balance
5.6006 N 10.340 +4.7394 gram N
3.7664 Cl 6.246 *2.4796 - Cl

0.2749 P 1.260 +0.98K5i -
0.0952 Ca 1.740 *.6 - C
1.0642 K .748 +1.2S4 -
1.1028 Na 3.562 +..439Z -

The ratio of N to Cl, P. Ca, K, Na in the food was:

N: Cl: P: Ca: K: Na:

i1: 0.6 0.12 0.17 0.27 0,35
in theelit-

mination; 1: 0.67 0.04 0.016 0.19 0.20

The difference concerns Ca and P; both are ampli iD iio, foces. We may
assume that no special retention takes place. only a gener~. apathy, an In-
sufficlent assIdmlation.
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Table X

C1 P Ca K Na urea t ox.

N N U N U N N N
37a 0.557 0.109 0.02 0.180 0,299 0.90 - 0.041 0.025

b 0.667 0.C0 - - - O.Ol 0.030 0.027
390a 0.6.3 0.077 0.014 0.164 0.265 0.902 0.021 0.029 0.029

b 0.557 0.069 - - - 0.019 0.021 0.025
38°a 0.681 0.041 0.020 0.200 0.151 0.823 0.021 0.029 0.025

b 0.494 0.062 . . .. 0.022 O.0,4 -
360a 0.510 0.058 0,06 0.197 0.140 - - - 0.030

The results oi the observation of elimliation during bectio fever ooa-
firm the resulta observed in the malaria caso. Also in this case, the chlo-
rine elimination is lower during the febrile period than during the ef'brile
period. The iniz= is found during the apyrexia. T'he phosphorus e' U-
tion drops with increasing body temperature, reaches a minl-nm durir -d.
post-febrile period, %nd subsequently increases during the period ol Lne
apyrexia up to the prae-febrile period during wbich it reaches its maxiw=.

Calcium dx-.s -ith the onsewt of the fover, decreases somewhat more, aad
drops o its ndnImum in the prae-febrile period.

Strangely enough, sodium does not behave in ?arallel with chlorine.
It stops at the climax of the fever, subsequontly it drops still more, does
not reach the minimm in the post-febrile peiod (in agreement with ohlorine),
and has iTs zximum ir the pray-febrila period. Potassium increases with the
fever, drops steadily up to the apyreda during which it reaches its minlm,
whereas the maxmu occurs at the climax of the fever. Urea is eli-inate4 to

the largest degree at the climax of the fever; the alloxuric base3 havc their
mziAcum in the prae-febrile period, whereas their maxizi occurs during the
apyr-"Xa.

Ammonia, like chlorine, is elimirnted to a larger extcnt at the climax
;,f tLa fuver: Subsequentyi iT. t1rfoS, reactes Its -- . duz-. t. ap4l -WA,-0
.nd ascends in the prae-febrile period.

When the elimination is compared with nitrogen, it appsars to be soce-
what different, out no essential differenoes are noticed. Thus, chlorine
has its maximum ac the climax cf th fever, its mijnVim during the apyroxia;
phvsphorI has its maximum curing the prae-febrile period, Its mirimum during
the post-febrile period. Calcium has its minimum during the apyrexia, its
maximam dur nghe prae-febriie period. Potassium has its -inimum at the
climax of the fever, its maxi== during the post-feorile period. Sodium
reaches its mininum during the apyrr-wip. its maximum durine the prae-febrile
period. The alloxxrie bases are eli1minated most during the prao-Lfbrile
period, least during the ap;'reia. ,mmonia behavr, exaotIoy in the reverse

Tho rise in body temperature is &cco, '.ad by an insrese In chlorine
ad admmonia, and by a, decreLse inz.al otbh' . .Cponuate. The drop in body
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tewperature is accompanice! by an increase in phosphorus ard nitrogen, and
by a decrease in z.U other components. Calcium, sodium, and potassium
ezhibited an inc.-ease only in the second fever period,

The study of the elimination in the various types of fevers has shon
with coerta-nty only one thing: elimination during rumission may possess the
characteristics of an eli.mination during a fever in a pronounced way. Eli-
mination during rse om the fever can exhibit the same characteristics to a
lesser extent.

When I am talking about elizinaticn during the fever, I mea, the IMoMn
retention of chlorine and the increase in phosphorus and nitrogen. This
caz also occur during remission and can disappear when the Lever increases.

In more detail, this means that after the drop in body temperature,
chlorine is ospecilly retained, and phosphorus ana nitrogen are being
especially Lstronglyj eliminated. If another increase in body temperature
follows, chlorine is increased, although it should be retained; phosphorus
is eliminated in sm.iller quantities instead of in increased quantities.

It appeara that the body reacts differeutly at the onset and at the
end of the fever than during the fever. Iii the long run, the fever causes
the known changes; If, however, a teaperature increase occurs also during
the fever, then a situatIon arises which corresponds to the corvalescence
pt niod (the afebrile period). If a decreabe La body temperature takes
place, increased fever phenomena occur. Rise and drop in body temperature
shall be a m3asure for the fever. The question why this is jubtified, w;il
not be discussed here.

Therefore, whcn we wish to devisa a scheme according to what has been
said, it ill be of the following form: the first rise in temperature re-
sults in an increase in chlorine (I wU omit sodium, potassium, calcium,
and ammonia as not to cconplicate the discu5siix'), in a decrease of nitrogen
(or in an increase), and in a dirnish.n of phosphoras. When the feaver
persists unchznged, the second period exhibits a gradual deoreaue in chlorine
elimination, an increase in nitrogen (or itrogw. - -tays at the p±'uviu.
hel.ht), a decrease 1zn phosphorus. The third period - still at the same
t. merature - exhibits a decrease in chlorine, and an increase in phos-
phorus and nitrogen; to be sure, chlorine has dropped below norual, and
phosphozas and nitrogen have risen above normal. At this point, we have
the type of elimination which is know as fevor urine. This situatioa may
last when the body temperature remains unchanged. When the body tanperature
drops (perhVs due to dilution of the blood), the fourth stage selh in:
chlorine is retained still more, ph*lorus and nitrogen are eliminated still
more strongly. When the d.rop in tempera-,tre lasts, chlorine attains its
minimim, phosphorus and nitrogen attain their maximum, and the situation
changes gradually. The fifth stage begins. the chlorine elimination rises
up to normal, F and N recede to normal.
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Xey to Figuz a-Zormal; b-rise of fever, a-onset of fever period;
d--middle of fever period; e--remission; f-after the
fever; g--tes rature; h-..chlorine; i-phosphorus;
j-- I. period; k-I1 period; 1--11 period; m--V
period; ri-V period; o--VI period.

This would be the situation of the fever as it occurs in malaria and
an wo have found it in other types of fever.

If an explanation is attestod, it must be presupposed that the blood
vessels are the ores. or rather that it is the blood whLich undergoes the
same changes as the urine. Tae blood contains more w-uter and chlorine tha-n
the tissues, but it contains less phosphoras and nitrogen.

Thus, when we find the urine to be enriched in chlorine and poor in
phosphorus at the onset of tie fe'er (I period), then this implies that the
flo, from. h tlhsmae intu th.- blood is interrupted; the blood supplies a
small amout of water and a small amount of sodium chloride to the tislues,

This corresponds to a circulation ihich makes tbe fiffusion flow little of-
footive either by narrowing of the vessels or by slowing down tho blood
flow.

Thia type of circulation does not last long; it is followed by a stage
of enlargemant of the vessels and fast circulation. The IT and III stage
ocaur. The blood which is richer in '.ter supplies its w. .er and sodium
chorice to the organs; it retains the externally added water arA carries
the nitrogen-contaLing substances along. The decoposition of the n:trogea-
containing substances occurs within a short period of time, thu phosphorus-
containing substances are more stable. For this reaon, the ninimuz of
phosphorus occurs at this point ard the N in the urine increases at a
faster rate than the phosphorus. Thus, we are at the climc-x of the fever
&I"' tL e IW0 oleu a elbmmin noleulte yids increasingly more sub-
stances. The small molecule of the latter inarease5 the osmotic pressure
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and +,er and salts* are increasingly retained. The albumin decomposition
is, thereforo, caused and mainta-ined by the increasa in water content of
the body. When the fever starts to recede, that is, shan the circulation
is i=roved and the organs give off water, the fever phonosona are enhanced;
the flow is reversed and the water with its salts is transferred from the
organs into the hlood instead of from the blood to the urgans; the salts
are poor in chlorine and rich in phosphorus. The elimination of water is
increasod, however the elimination of sodium chloride is not increased;
phosphorus salts and nitrogen are eimrinated with the water until the
equilibrium is being reestablished and everything goes back to normal. If
we imagine during the remission stage a sudden increase in the body teapera-
ture then the phosphorus elimination is inhibited due to the disturbance in
the circulation, Land] the chlorine is increased; the reverse takes place
when we thin of a drop in temperature during the fever.

It is seen frm the studies by Rosenthal (23), E. Aronsohn (24),
Ceigel (25), Maragliano (26) that a decrease in heat evolution (contraction
of the vessels) takes place In acute fever cases uhan the body temperature
increases (Rosenthal); [it is also found] that after the temerature remis-
sion and during the remisson, the volume of the vessels increases (pletis-
mograph -- experiments by Mragliano).

The increased nitrogen eliminaxion in the stage of the latent fever
period, which has boon observed by Naunyn, does not contradAct the above-
stated facts; because firstly, we observed also an increase in N with tem-
perature, anr secondly, the experiments of Naunyn involve dogs who had bean
subcutaneously injected with sanies; thus, the fever started with the de-
composition in the blood, as it is also the case with malaria.

RMhmann's explanaticn of the chlorine retention by the tissue albumin
still holds. 1- have expressed a similar opinion when I studied the metabo-
lism in anaeiia cases; ho.-ever, I believe that, even without this assumpticn,
there are enough reasons for the chlorine retention.

Von Terray explained the increased chlorine elim1nati n.th t) db-
of the blos co.pus las. The blood corpuscles contain such a

small amount of chlorine that they would all have to decompose to provide
the necessary amount. When, however, a chronic decomposition of blood
corpuscles takes place, the chlorine is by no means increased; on the con-
trary, it is decreased, as it is the case with all chronic anaemias.

There are also theories about the post-febrile nitrogen elimination,
For instance. Naunyn and others believe that the increased N-elimination is
due tu an accumulation of nitrogen in the body. 'lhe kidneys are overloaded
with deci:Qosition products and give off the entire load at once. This
opinion would be difficult to contradict, were it not for the fact that in

*Cf. L.. Schulze, Zoitsorift fur qhysikAlis&Oh Chalme Val 23, page 18,
'1a the metabolism of albuman. in the livrig pl2ant"
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the post-fobrile period a decrease in chlorine elimination is observed in
addition to the accumulation of nitrogen. This leads us to believe that a
change in the circulation is the cause of all phenomena. After the fever,
the exchange between the tissues and the blood corpuscles mIst become more
vigorous; this way, an elimination occurz which represents a more acute
picture of the fever elimIuation.

TLIs post-febrile and prae-febr-le change in the vessels has a special
effect, particularly on soluble salts; only sodium and potassium salts --
probably the soluble chlorides - exhibit the peculiarity of a swift rise,
as well as that of a rapid drop. Calcium phosphate does not follcr the
fluctuations as rapidly, and its typical behavior remains: it decreases
with a temperature increase and it increaser with a temperature drop. PIhos-
phorus and ammonium salt- belong also to the sluggish substances. The phof-
phoras elimination must be preceded by a nucleic acid deccmposition. For
this reason, phosphorus reache" Its m-ximum only in the second stage and
lasts longer than the fever. The formation of the amm&Ium salts requires
and "aoiditfoat.on'* of the fluida. Therefore, asmola behaves si.Ll3r to
phosphorus.

Potassium exhibits, no doubt, the most peculiar behavior, and when we
explain the increased elimination durinig the temperature rise with the fast
diffusion, there remains no explanation whatsoever for the drop in the post-
febrile period which, by tha way, is not a rule, except that we would have
to assume that potassium obeys here the same laws as those obeyed by sodium.

The explanation, whether elegant or not. is not the essential point of
concern and it does not change anything in the observations. In the old
studies of Langley and huppert Tw have found figures which had been neglected
or whieL had been considered useless by them, Cand) which become even more
significant in view of our explanation. We hope that we have been able to
supply with our observations reliable data also for other theories.

* "Acidificatiou", in the sense used previously, caused by a decrease in the

allalinity hich decrease coincides vith the increase in ammonia.
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